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3. Period o r Report:
	
1 FEB 79 to 30 APR 79
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4. Descriptio n:
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a.	 Analysis of ground and spacecraft data continue.	 Plans were made
for intensive ground measurements and low and high attitude air-
craft flights during the month of April,	 coincident with HC`M
passes.
	 Five attempts	 ;ere made,
	
on 6,	 11,	 lb,	 17,	 and 27 April.
In all cases cloud cover prevented acquLsition of data. 	 Attempts
a ^' = will continue through May 1979.f u V n
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Some quick look imagery from 1973 has been received. 	 Since th^_se
dates did riot coincide with ground or aircraft data acquisition
'n w no CCT' s have been ordered. 
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U W"JC Li h.	 Problems.---Cloud cover has severely hampered data acquisition
t' o W during this quarter.a ^ F
" C.	 Accomplishments.--tone as yet.
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c d.	 Significant Results.--None as yet.
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Pub ications.--i`:one as yet.7 f- 4
N f..	 Recommendations.--None.
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G period;	 $53,Co+	 total	 since	 i 'nv.	 72.g.	 Funds expendeel.--$10 831	 this^
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W ^ C' a h.	 Data utility.--No spacecraft data available.
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